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1. INTRODUCTION 
Safranov (1960) pointed out tbe importance of the study of gravitational 
and nmgneto-gravitational stability of lIuid laverA in astronomical context. 
Oganesyan (1961) studied the I/favltational and mal!neto-gravitationa! 
stability of a Auld layer of infinite I!!I:tent but finite thickness. The effect 
of uniform rotation on the stability of a Ruid lav.r was studied by Chalcr.· 
borty (1964) and in more details by Uberoi (1963). The effects of Han 
current and 6nite resistance on the stability of such a laver were studied 
respectively bv Das (1968) and Sundaran (1968). Here we studv the stab-
ility of a gravitating, homogeneous, incompre~sible and infinitelv conduct-
Ing fluid laver of infinite extent but finite thickness in presence of a force-
free magnetic field. The effect of a force·free magnetic field on the stabi-
lity of a infinitely long gravitating cylinder was discussed bv Trehan (1958). 
The energy method of Chandrasekhar &. Fermi (1953) is applied here 
for examining stability. A table is given for the critical wave-number for 
the onset of instahUIty for some assigned value of the mean magnetic field. 
TM wave-length for maximum instaMity and the corresponding maximum 
growth rate of IIlItability are calculated. 
2. THI! PORCB-PUB MAONlmC PIJ!LD IN J!QUJUBnIUM CONPIGURAnON 
Let a IlDlform, homogeneous, gravitating plasma occupy the space 
bounded by the planes z = A and z = - 11. The remaining space Is a 
vacuum. 
Force-free magnetic field Ii satisfies the equations 
. .. 
rot 8 = 0(8 
anddlvH~O 
[ 391 I 
... (1) 
... (2) 
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In which " is a constant. 
The magnetic field H can be obtained from a scalar function "" 
by the relation (Pulpton & Ferraro 1961) 
... ... 1 ... 
H = rot <a.f.) +;t rot (a",) 
and ", satisned the equation 
M.(3) 
... (4) '11'",+,<'", = 0 
Let us suppose that the field is independent of y coordinate and Its ' 
dependence on '" coordinate is periodic. Then the solution of equation 4 \ 
~ \ 
", = A cos yz cos ~'" ... (5) \ 
in which P is a constant and 
y' = 'I.' - po ... (6) 
+ • 
Therefore by equation (3), taking a = x, a unit vector along x-axis, 
we have 
H =; A,,' cos 1'2 cos ~'" + Y A r sin 1'2 cos p", +: ~J0 
" " . 
sin rz sin~:z: ... (7) 
Let at the boundary z = ± h, and the magnetic neld be directed along 
z-axis and vanish outside. Therefore we must have 
sln"h=O 
or, yh = II1r ... (8) 
In which n is any integer. 
Averaging I HI' over x we get 
+ 1 A"~ 
< I HI' > = 2' . ~~ [(~' + 0(') sin'rz + 1" cos')I2j ... (9) 
The average of the square of the magnetic field per Unit length along 
z-axis is given by, 
+ 1 A' .~. < I HI' ~ = - _L [(PO + 0(') sin' 1'2 + y' cos· )l21c1z 2 ,,'II • 
= .! A.,.' _(1) 2 
Let Hm' denote the average of the square of the magnetic field, then 
... (11) 
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3. THB BXAMlNA'I10N or STABIUTY 
Following Chandrasekhar &. Fenni (1953), let the layer be given a 
sma1l perturbation in such a way that its boundary is given by 
• == ± ( • + " cos b) ... (12) 
in which 1i ~ 1 and -~'!:.. is the wave-length of disturbance in 
:.-direction. 
The displacement ; at any point is given by 
1 == grad '" 
in which '" satisfies the equation 
'V'''' == 0 
.. (13) 
.. (14) 
The solution of (14) that gives dISplacements symmetrical about the plane 
.=0, Is given by 
'" = B cosh b cos k.: .. (IS) 
The displacements are given by 
f. == - BI: cosh kz sin kz 
E. == Ble sinh !:z cos lell: 
,,= 0 
Since at z == 11, e. must reduce to II cos kz 
II 
B == 'sinh!:1l 
... (16) 
Now we find the change in potential energy and tilt change in magnetic 
energy due to the perturbation. 
(a) Ohange in poloRlia/energy 
Let U and V be the internal and external potentials respectively. 
These two potentials satisfy equations 
6.'U = 0 and t:,'V = - 4"Gp (18) 
In which G is gravitational constant and p is the density of the medium. 
The solution of equations (18) to the first order in II are 
U ~ - .." GpM + d.-u cos Ie., .>11 
V .. -2"Gpz' + liB cosh bcos kz ... (19) 
the CQIlStants A, B are obtained from the conditions that U and V and 
ita derivatives with respect to • are continuous across z = 11 + II coskz. 
these two conditiolls give 
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Ae-u ="B'cosh kk 
Ae-H + ~ ~uili!kk = 4n:p • 
. 4"Gp 4nGp Solving we get A = -k- cos kk, B '= -k .-' , ... (20) 
The change in gravitational potential energy per unit length along z and 
y axes due to infinitesimal displacements 
Sg.,=--~coshkzsinkz and d" = Sa 'nhk k sinh kh Sinh k"~ 51 Z cos :r; 
is given by, 
1I+lIcollk.:r 
6 (t,!J) = - Zp [~ (6g.gradV)dZ] 
htOIlDSk... 0 ,venKed OVt'f'" 
= - Zp [ ) { sfn¥kh sinh kz cos kx ( - 4"Gpz + 4".apae-kh sinh kz cos kx) 
aa 
+ sinhkh cosh kz sin kx(4"GPae-u cosh kz sin kx))dz ] 
ILveraled !W8r'" 
= 4"Gp'ha6a [ 1 - I}" ( 1 + e-'" ) ] .. ,(21) 
Integrating this between the limits 0 to a, we get the cluInge in gravita-
tional potential energy due to displacements given by (16) 
60 = H,'[ 1 - zi" (l + e-1k6 ) ] ... (ZZ) 
in which H', = 2".a p'h' 
(b) Ohange in magnetie energy 
By equation (33) of Trehan (1958) we have for the chllllge in magtletic 
energy per unit length along" and y axes, 
• 
b,M = Sl[z (1(8.. grade )1' dz] 
11' 1 Ifttliltroyu* 
• 
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in which the foRowing relations have been med 
[sint Px cos· krl] .... = i <, [COsB {k sin' kx ].v .• = ~ 
[sin' {J~ sin' kx] .... = { < 6, [coe' (Ja; cos' kx1 •. , = -t<6 
where < = 1, 6 = 1, if fJ '" Ie 
and • = ~, ~ '" 3, if fJ = k 
Thus the total change in energy is given by 
E = b,Q + b,M = H;'a' f (kh) 
II 
in which f (kh) ia given by 
... (24) 
... (25) 
f(lch) = 1 - -.l. (1 + e-.kh) + H.~ kk. {J'k' - ",,"' 2kh 8",H,' . 8 slnTi' kh . "',.. + "',,,1 
,,',,'(2k'h' + (J'k' + n',,') . [(1 +6) (k'''' + ,,9f(jl'h' _ ni"o)smh 2kh + 2(1-6)kk] ... (26) 
To find the Lagrangian function, we shall have to find the kinetic 
energy of the motion resulting from the varying amplitude. Since the fluid 
is incompressible the velocity components can be obtained from a velocity 
potential ~, through the relation. 
. .. (27) 
and '" satislies the Laplace's equation. The solution for ~ that gives 
velocity OOmpolWltB IYlIlllletric about the plane ; = 0 is, 
Therefore, 
At 
~ = A cosh kz cos kx 
u, = a~ = _ Ak cosh h sin kx a~ 
v. = ~ = Ak sinhkz coska; 
am 
we must have 
ot, 
.. (28) 
... (29) 
.. (30) 
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The kinetic energy per unit length along II! and II axes Is thus liven by 
l 
T =i pAW [ 1 ~ ( sinh'lc.e cos'k:!: 
. 
+ cosh'bsln'k:!: ) dz ] 
.... ., .. ed. ".,.. .. 
• 
=fk cothkA (~) ... (31) 
Therefore the Lagrangian function L is 
• 
\ 
L ~ T - JiJ = ~ cot:hkh ( ~ ) - H;'/J' 1 (kll) 
2.1: dt 11 .. (32) :, 
The equation of motion derived from this Lagrangian Is 
~ = _ 4orGpk~ aJ(kI.) 
,U' coth 
Let the solution for /J be 
then 
±ql 
fI = constant . e 
g' = _ 40r !!p-.1:11 J(kI.) 
coth .1:11 
.•. (33) 
... (34) 
... (35) 
As coth .1:">0, this small motion is stable If 1(1:11»0 and unstable if 
J(kA)<O. As there is a single positive root x* of the equation f(X) = 0 
and f(X)<O when X < x· j I(X»O when X > X*, all the modes of 
deformation with X < X', are unstable. Here X =.1:11. Thus all modes of 
deformation whose wave-lengths are greater than Z."h/X* are unstable. 
If 6 = sffi;;>l, X<;I, in this case If is given h¥ (keepinll terms 
up to X'), 
q' = 40rGp [x -2 X' - 6 X' {«fI'k' - ,,'.,,') (1 - 8) 
4({lW+" .... J 
+ ~ .(1 + 8)} ] ... (36) 
Let q' be maximum when X = X. = Z;: and let the corresponding 
value of g be g •• 
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From equation (36), we get the following expressions for A. and g., 
A. = 4,," Z + --. -- .. (1 - 8) + -.(1 + 8) [ ~ .({1'h' - n· ... ) 1 }] 4(.8""+ ,,0,,') 4 ",(37) 
q. = Z"GpX. = -/1TGp [2 + 6 {;r;~:~n~';:l (1 - 8) 
+ {.8(1 + 8) } 1'1' ,(38) 
this Am is the wave-length of disturbance, that gives maximum 
instability and '1m is the corresponding maximum growth rate of instability, 
For non-resonance case i.e" ~,#, fiX) is given by 
!(X 1 ( .x n',,' X(ZX'+~''''+n'''') ) = 1 - 2X l+e- )+O'/l'h'+n'"'' 2(X'I+n i,,;) 
coth X .. ,(39) 
The roots X' of the equation fIX) = 0, where fiX) is given by 
the above eqatian (39) with n = 1, are given in the follOWing table for 
some values of 8 and ~" 
From this table it is obserbed that stability increases with the increase 
of 8 and also with the decrease of ~", 
.. \ 0'25 0'50 0'75 1'00 
0'50 0'5759 0'5270 0'4874 0'4544 
0'75 0'5760 0'5271 0'4875 0'4545 
1'00 0'5761 0'5272 0'4877 0'4546 
2'00 0'5764 0'5275 0'4881 0'4550 
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